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FADE IN

1 EXT SCHOOL COURTYARD 1

JOSH, a heavy-set 16-year-old boy, is sitting on a bench. A

tear is rolling down his cheek. DRAKE, a skinny, short

freshman, walks by and throws a rock at Josh’s head.

DRAKE

Heads up, nerd!

The rock hits Josh’s head. He glances up as Drake runs off

LAUGHING. Josh glances down and shrugs his shoulder.

ROCKY

(off-camera)

What’s the matter with you?

Josh looks around as if to see where the sound is coming

from. There is no one around.

ROCKY

Hey, you. I’m talking to you!

Josh looks down and sees the rock that hit his head. It’s

the rock that is talking.

ROCKY

Yeah, you. I’m talking to you.

Josh shakes his head.

JOSH

I guess my head got hit harder than

I thought. Rocks don’t talk.

ROCKY

Some of us do. We just don’t like

talking to humans because they

treat us like dirt.

JOSH

Well I don’t like to talk to most

humans, either.

Josh picks up the rock.

ROCKY

Hey, put me down. Why’d you hit me

with your head?

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

JOSH

It wasn’t me. Someone else threw

you. I never throw rocks.

ROCKY

Most people take us rocks for

granite.

JOSH

I don’t like most people. That’s

why I don’t have any friends.

Josh glances down, then suddenly perks his head up.

JOSH

Hey, rock. Would you be my friend?

ROCKY

If I’m going to be your friend,

you’ll have to call me by name ...

Rocky.

2 MONTAGE 2

Running through a field and dancing.

Watching the rock channel together.

Sharing fast food. Josh feeds Rocky a french fry.

Rocky beats Josh at Wii boxing.

Josh pushing rocky on a swing.

Playing in a fountain.

3 EXT SCHOOL COURTYARD 3

Josh is sitting on a bench with Rocky in his lap.

JOSH

I’ve never had a friend like you

before. Actually I’ve never had a

friend before.

ROCKY

We’re going to be friends forever!

JOSH

Forever? Really?

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

ROCKY

As long as you don’t take me for

granite.

Drake sits down nearby and notices Josh talking. From his

point of view, Josh seems to be talking to himself.

DRAKE

What a weirdo. He’s talking to

himself.

JOSH

So, what’s the life of a rock like?

ROCKY

Really hard.

JOSH

Wow, that’s sad. How hard?

Drake starts to move toward Josh then stops suddenly as he

sees Rocky talking.

ROCKY

I get stepped on. I get thrown at

people and things. And sometimes I

get skipped across a pond.

JOSH

Oh my gosh. And I thought my life

was bad. What about your family?

Did any of them ever get thrown

across water?

ROCKY

Let’s skip that.

Drake starts smiling broadly.

DRAKE

(to himelf)

I can’t believe it. A talking rock!

I’ll make a fortune!

Drake grabs Rocky and starts to run off.

DRAKE

I’ll be rich!

He laughs wildly as he runs away. Josh jumps up and yells.

(CONTINUED)
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JOSH

Noooo! Come back here!

As Drake moves away with Rocky.

ROCKY

Help! Save meeeeee ...

Josh starts running after Drake and Rocky.

4 INT HALLWAY 4

Josh comes running around a corner then stops in an

intersection of hallways.

JOSH

Where’d they go?

He turns turns around looking in all directions.

JOSH

I can’t believe it. I finally get a

friend and now I’ve lost him. What

could have happened to him?

5 INT STUDIO 5

Drake has Rocky tied to stool.

DRAKE

Now that I have you you’re going to

make me rich and famous.

ROCKY

You’re crazy. I hate you. You threw

me away. I’ll never do what you

want.

DRAKE

Oh yes you will. Or you’ll end up

like this ...

Drake runs his hands through a pot of gravel. He starts

laughing hysterically. Rocky starts sobbing.



5.

6 INT CLASSROOM 6

PEDRO is sitting at a computer and calls out.

PEDRO

Hey! Come check this out.

He motions to the screen as ANDREW sits next to him.

PEDRO

Check out the Noxious Rock!

7 COMPUTER SCREEN 7

Rocky appears in a YouTube video. He’s tied to a chair.

ROCKY

Help! I’m being held prisoner.

We hear a LAUGH TRACK.

ROCKY

Why doesn’t anyone help me?

A TITLE CARD appears that reads: "No rocks were harmed

during the making of this video."

8 INT ANOTHER CLASSROOM 8

Josh is sitting in front of a computer. The end of the

Noxious Rock video is on the screen.

JOSH

I can’t believe it. My best friend

... my only friend ... is being

tortured. I’ve got to find him.

Josh starts typing madly on the keyboard as the screen shows

random computer code flying by.

JOSH

I’ve found them! You can run but

you can’t hide ...

9 INT STUDIO 9

Drake is standing behind a video camera as Rocky is tied to

a chair.

(CONTINUED)
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DRAKE

Stand by ... Action!

ROCKY

(deadpan)

Did you hear about the rock who

took his girlfriend to a quarry? He

wanted to get a little boulder.

Drake picks up a sledgehammer and holds it over Rocky’s

head.

DRAKE

No! You have to deliver the jokes

better than that. This is funny

stuff.

ROCKY

Your jokes don’t crack me up. I’m

as hard as a rock.

DRAKE

I’ll show you how hard you are.

Drake starts to swing the sledgehammer onto Rocky. Just as

it’s about to smash Rocky’s head some hands grab the

sledgehammer.

JOSH

Stop! What are you doing?

DRAKE

Your friend is about to get

hammered!

JOSH

Not if I can help it.

They struggle but neither gets control. Finally the

sledgehammer drops to the ground. Rocky reacts in horror.

ROCKY

Oh, noooo!

Josh and Drake freeze momentarily. After a beat, Drake lets

out a girly scream.

DRAKE

My foot! You’ve broken my foot.

Josh grabs Rocky from his chair then runs out of the studio.

(CONTINUED)
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ROCKY

My hero!

10 INT HALLWAY 10

Josh, holding Rocky, runs down the hall and around a corner.

11 INT ANOTHER HALLWAY 11

Josh, holding Rocky, enters running around a corner. He

stops and looks around. There’s no one. Josh turns to Rocky.

JOSH

Are you OK, friend?

ROCKY

Much better. I can’t believe you

found me.

JOSH

I couldn’t give up until I knew you

were safe.

Drake comes out from behind a corner. He pushes Josh down

and takes Rocky.

DRAKE

Now he’s all mine. You lose again,

dork.

Drake runs away with Rocky.

Josh lays motionless on the ground for a few seconds. He

gets up slowly while rubbing his head. His eyes widen as he

looks frantically around the hallway. He sees no one. Josh

runs off.

12 EXT LUNCH AREA 12

Josh runs out of the hallway and stops. He looks around then

sees Drake in the distance with Rocky as they run up a

flight of stairs. Josh runs after them.

13 INT STAIR HALLWAY 13

Drake turns left into the stair hallway and goes down a

fight of stairs. Josh enters the hallway and chases Drake

down the flight of stairs.



8.

14 INT LOWER STAIRS 14

Drake runs down the flight of stairs. Josh is right behind

him.

15 EXT BLACKTOP 15

Drake runs out of the stairway and turns around a corner.

Josh follows close behind.

16 EXT COURTYARD 16

Drake runs as Josh starts to catch up.

17 EXT ANOTHER LUNCH AREA 17

Drake runs toward a lunch table. He jumps over it and

continues running. Josh tries to jump over the same table

but he falls.

Drake stops, turns around and laughs. Josh gets up. Drake

runs away and Josh runs after him.

18 EXT FOOTBALL FIELD 18

Still holding Rocky, Drake runs onto the football field.

Josh runs onto the field close behind.

Drake trips and falls. Josh catches up and drags Drake up.

Josh tries to pull Rocky away from Drake. They struggle then

Drake lets go as Rocky goes flying up in the air.

JOSH

Where’d he go??

Rocky falls onto Josh’s head. Josh falls to the ground. He’s

out cold.

19 EXT SCHOOL COURTYARD 19

Josh is lying on the ground as BYSTANDERS lean over him.

Josh starts to shake his head and open his eyes.

JOSH

Ah... what, where, where am I?

(CONTINUED)
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BYSTANDER #1

Hey guys! He’s up!

The crowd closes in on Josh

JOSH

Where’s Rocky?

BYSTANDER #2

That rock hit you pretty hard.

Who’s Rocky?

JOSH

Rocky’s my best friend. WHERE’S

ROCKY?

BYSTANDER #1

I think we should get you to a

doctor.

Josh is helped up. His legs are wobbly.

JOSH

I need to find Rocky. Please help

me find Rocky.

Josh looks at the ground searching for Rocky.

BYSTANDER #2

I don’t know who Rocky is. But I

saw you sitting on the bench as

someone hit your head with this

rock.

Bystander #2 give Josh a rock that looks just like Rocky.

Josh starts inspecting it.

JOSH

I can’t believe it. I must have

dreamed the whole thing. I should

have known better. Whoever heard of

a talking rock?

As Josh walks off slowly with the help from bystanders, he

tosses the rock over his shoulder.

20 EXT NEARBY TABLE 20

A STUDENT is sitting on a bench as the rock hits him on the

head. He winces in pain as he grabs his head. He picks up

the rock and inspects it.

(CONTINUED)
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ROCKY

Hey, put me down. Why’d you hit me

with your head?

The student looks confused as we ...

FADE OUT


